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Prior to evaluating the bene�ts of Sound-Light-Relax Therapy, its function
and compatibility with magnetic resonance stimulation (MRS), it may be
helpful to repeat and summarize the scienti�cally proven bene�ts of
pulsed electromagnetic �elds (PEMF) within the low frequency range:  The
primary feature of this treatment method is the resonance e�ect of
pulsating electromagnetic �elds in the body. Vibrations are transmitted as
purposeful information to energy deprived, weak or unhealthy cells whose
function has been disturbed. Stimulating cellular repair involves a chain of
processes in the human body, supporting the body’s internal
self-regulating mechanisms, which leads to the improvement of health
without side e�ects. Replicating the gentle force of nature, PEMF therapy
promotes healing and a return to higher activity levels, resulting in a better
life quality.  Functions that were lost may begin to recover in a wide range
of medical conditions which are all covered in my PEMFassistance
seminar, o�ered on this website. Understanding in a nut shell:

 The mat speaks the language of every cell, providing frequencies
of  health within the speed of light through RESONANCE or singing in

harmony!
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(http://pemfassistance.com
/wp-content/uploads/2014/10
/brain.jpg)A similar phenomenon is
experienced by incorporating
Sound-Light-Relax Therapy, best
described as “spa for the brain”.

Most enthusiasts of brainwave
entrainment claim that it has been
noted or used in one form or
another for centuries (long before
the invention of
electroencephalograph – EEG
equipment), applying certain drum
beats, chants and isochronic tones in combination with �ickering sunlight
generated by a spinning wheel.

Modern science has long discovered that frequencies and resonance play
a major role in brain wave entrainment. Light, sound and musical
frequencies can alter our own vibration state. Every expression through
sound, light, emotion or thought holds a speci�c frequency which
in�uences everything around it. Research studies have shown that even
plants and animals resonate with music.  Cows, as it has been
experimented, produced more milk being exposed to classical music.  This
so-called “Mozart E�ect” has thus proven the bene�t of its speci�c
frequencies or stimulus, where as rock music indicated a harmful e�ect on
neuronal branching patterns.

The marvel of human experience and di�erent states of consciousness
can be measured objectively by using an EEG.  Four main frequencies can
be distinguished and used for stimulation.  The sound light and relax
device (iSLRS) produces a quick change to the desired level of
consciousness through optical and audible signals. Depending on the
program selected (4 biorhythms incorporated in the iMRS), increased
energy, relaxation, sleep, meditation, improved concentration, learning
ability and memory are being promoted. It is achieved by stimulating Beta
(greater concentration), Alpha (pleasant relaxation, balance between body
and mind), Theta ( sub-consciousness activates increased learning and



memory power during dreams)  or Delta Waves (body rejuvenation and
healing through proper functioning of the immune system during the deep
sleep phase).

Choosing di�erent colors while applying the iSLRS can have the
following e�ect:

RED            Energy, vitality, decisiveness and determination

GREEN      Refreshing, optimistic, inner peace and relaxation

BLUE         Inner connection and security, spirituality, calming, harmonic
and balancing.

The iSLRS o�ers a 2-channel system (stereo) which means it works
independently from left to right, creating hemispherical synchronization. 
In 1980, Tsuyoshi Inouye and his colleagues at the Department of
Neuropsychiatry at the Osaka University Medical School in Japan found
that light stimulation within the alpha range causes hemispheric coherence
which improves intellectual functions of the brain.

Used regularly or in conjunction with magnetic resonance stimulation
(MRS), Sound-Light- Relax therapy is the perfect antidote for a modern
culture that incessantly bombards us with more and more, faster and
faster. While every cell of your body enjoys the oasis of rejuvenation
provided by magnetic �eld therapy, the iSLRS simultaneously bathes your
brain with the relaxation and renewal it needs to return to balance and
equilibrium. Mental focus, clarity and productivity improve.  Irritability gives
way to a sense of wellbeing. Enjoy the body and mind connections and

BE WELL!
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